**Event Report:**
On Friday, 23/10/2009 and Saturday 24/10/2009, there was bad weather, so we performed an alternative program on Saturday and observation on Thursday 12/11/2009. The alternative program consisted of the following presentations:
- Jurij Stare: Astronomy and photo (Astrophotography)
- Boris-Kham: Moje zvezdarne, Pavel Kunaver, pioneer of the Slovenian amateur astronomy,
- Marica Kamplet: Autumn night sky.

Alternative program was attended by 80 participants.
Observation, that we performed, on Thursday, 12/11/2009, was attended by 50 participants.
Since we started at 18.00h we observed the overflying of the International Space Station.
Then we observe the planet Jupiter, and its moons, stars Albireo, Algol and objects NGC 869, 884, M31 and M33, M34, M11, M74, M15, M45 ... The next observation will be performed also in winter.